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By integrating Metapack with your business software you will remove
repetitive data entry, increase employee productivity and improve
visibility of all sales deliveries across your business. Could your
business benefit from automation?

The Problem
Metapack is a superb SaaS delivery management system providing a single point of integration

to 400+ carrier networks and 4,900+ delivery services. However, if your business uses a CRM,
ERP or financial system, then inputting orders from them and extracting delivery information
from Metapack will be a time-consuming process.

The Solution & Commercial Benefits
Codeless Platforms’ Metapack Integration Connector automates the flow of information
between Metapack and your business software. This provides:

• Improvement in speed of deliveries
• Removal of repetitive data entry
• Employee productivity increased
• Enhanced visibility of sales and deliveries across the business
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Extracting and pushing orders into Metapack
Order fulfilment is a critical element of your business operations. Any orders taken in your business systems will require a
dedicated employee or despatch team to manually extract them and place them with Metapack for fulfilment. It’s a repetitive
job, but it needs to be done.
Codeless Platforms’ Metapack Connector can remove this manual process by automatically extracting the orders from your
systems and seamlessly pushing all the data into

for fulfilment.

Pulling data back from Metapack
for use in other applications

Gaining full visibility of returns
data

Metapack provides you with a wealth of valuable

Customers also expect a proficient returns service.

information such as tracking numbers and delivery

Metapack provides a returns portal that can facilitate this

notifications. But putting that information to good use

requirement, but this data needs to be shared across all

needs more valuable employee time and admin.

business systems to provide visibility and ensure stock

Codeless Platforms’ Connector will automatically retrieve
all relevant delivery details and push that data into your
existing CRM, ERP or financial system. Intelligence data
(Shipping trends, faults or delivery failures) and reports
(Carrier performance / Service selection) that are generated

levels are up to date.
Codeless Platforms’ Metapack Connector can automatically
retrieve all returns data from Metapack and enter this
information into your CRM or ERP systems, as well as
automatically update your warehouse and all relevant
eCommerce stores.

within Metapack can also be automatically extracted.

BPA Platform Capabilities
Discover how our Business Process Automation Platform can help your business

Click the button to learn more about the BPA Platform

Want to learn more?
Discover how Codeless Platforms can help your business by improving
performance, boosting efficiency and cutting costs
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